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Fantastic Four
In the current market scenario where, Nifty index has been battered 13 pct from all-time highs, but few sectoral
indices are still showing decent scope of pullback which can be part of bear market rally within various sectors. Other
sectors excluding those mentioned below can act as market or below market performer in near term.
1.

NIFTY INFRA Index

NIFTY Infra index has landed at support of falling channel in Five-wave decline confirming a start of a bear market. In
the near term, it should be followed with corrective pullback in the form of A-B-C which should retrace atleast 50% of
the entire fall. Minimum Upside expected from current levels is 18% and on an optimistic scenario, it could extend to
24%.

Top Constituents by weightage
Company Name
Larsen & Toubro
NTPC
Bharti Airtel
Power Grid
Adani Ports
Bharti Airtel
Container Corp
Voltas
Tata Power
BHEL

Weight (%)
34.73
11.57
9.88
9.60
5.73
4.95
3.05
2.73
2.64
2.06
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2. S&P BSE Oil & Gas Index
S&P BSE Oil & Gas index has completed Five-wave decline which is like Nifty Infra index, confirming start of the Bear
market. Here too, we are expecting pullback to end above area of Wave (4) which should provide minimum upside of
22% and can extend to 26%.

Top Constituents by weightage
Company Name
Reliance
ONGC
GAIL
BPCL
IOC
Petronet LNG
HPCL
Indraprastha Gas
Oil India
Castrol India

Weight (%)
64.9
10.8
6.2
4.6
4.4
2.8
2.3
1.5
1.3
1.2
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3. NIFTY PSE Index
NIFTY PSE index remains the weakest amongst the pack as it still has room to test lower end of the falling channel.
However, if this index forms a truncated down move, we expect this pullback has minimum potential to test the area
near Wave (4). We can expect Minimum Upside of 16% which has the possibility to extend till 18%.

Top Constituents by weightage
Company Name
NTPC
ONGC
Power Grid
Coal India
GAIL
IOC
BPCL
HPCL
Container Corp
NMDC

Weight (%)
13.45
12.87
11.16
9.36
8.80
8.43
7.52
4.83
3.54
2.58
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4. NIFTY Metal Index
NIFTY Metal Index remains the strongest amongst the pack as this index is already into corrective pullback since July
end. In fact, this index is now taking support near earlier breakout point and should rally minimum 16% which has the
capacity to extend to 25% which is almost 90% retracement.

Top Constituents by weightage
Company Name
Tata Steel
Vedanta
JSW Steel
Coal India
Hindalco
NMDC
Jindal Steel & Power
Hindustan Zinc
SAIL
National Aluminum

Weight (%)
18.27
17.98
16.52
15.14
13.95
4.18
3.24
3.05
2.93
2.15
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Conclusion
The above mentioned four indices have either entered their long-term support zone or have completed impulse
decline within a bear market. Thus, they have a very strong potential to retrace 50-78% of its entire decline. This may
provide boost to Nifty index in triggering a rally – the extent of which would be decided by other indices like
Financials, automobile, FMCG and Pharma. Sectors other than the those mentioned above will see major
underperformance going forward and may see pullback to mere 38% of entire decline.
We suggest investors to focus on the following stocks picked up from the mentioned indices namely Nifty Infra, Oil &
Gas, PSE and Metal indexPortfolio weightage
Company Name
Reliance Industries
ONGC
Tata Steel
Vedanta
L&T
NTPC
Power Grid
Voltas
Gail
Container Corp

Weight (%)
30
5
12
8
15
10
10
3
4
3
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Index Genius Investment Advisors (Index Genius) is registered with SEBI as an Investment Adviser under the SEBI (Investment
Advisers) Regulations, 2013 with registration number INH000009913. Our associate entity namely Paarth Analytics LLP is a
business partner of Edelweiss Financial and is engaged in facilitating trading and other operational issues of clients.
No disciplinary action has been taken against Index Genius or its associate entities by any regulatory authority.
RISK FACTORS & DISCLAIMER
a) Securities investments are subject to market risks due to various macro and micro factors and there is no assurance or
guarantee that the Investment objectives will be achieved. The investments made are subject to external risks such as war, natural
calamities, policy changes – local or international uncertainties which affect stock markets.
b) These uncertainties include but are not limited to: the risk of adverse movements or volatility in the markets or in interest or
foreign exchange rates or indices; adverse impact from an economic slowdown; downturn in domestic or foreign securities and
trading conditions or markets; increased competition; unfavorable political and diplomatic developments; change in the
governmental or regulatory policies; failure of a corporate event and such others.
c) Index Genius does not guarantee any kind of returns. In no event shall Index Genius be liable for any damages of any kind,
including, but not limited to, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, punitive, lost profits, or lost opportunity, whether or not
Index Genius has advised of the possibility of such damages.
d) Except for the historical information contained herein, statements in this Publication, which contain words or phrases such as
'will', 'would', etc., and similar expressions or variations of such expressions may constitute 'forward looking statements'.
e) These forward-looking statements involve a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements.
f) This is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or instrument or to participate in any
particular trading strategy.
g) No part of this material may be copied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without the written consent of
Index Genius. In no event shall any reader publish, retransmit, redistribute or otherwise reproduce any information provided by
Index Genius in any format to anyone. Index Genius and its affiliates, officers, directors and employees including persons involved
in the preparation or issuance of this presentation may from time to time have interest in securities/commodities thereof, of
companies mentioned herein.
h) The securities discussed, and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own
investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial position and needs. This note may not be taken in
substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate the
investment risks.
i) Further, reports based on technical analysis centers around studying charts of a stock’s price movements and trading volumes,
as against analysis of the company’s fundamentals and, as such, may not match with a report on a company’s fundamentals.
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